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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the efficient scheduling on multicore
systems of very fine-grain networked tasks, which are the
typical building block of online data-intensive applications.
The explicit goal is to deliver high throughput (millions of
remote procedure calls per second) for tail latency servicelevel objectives that are a small multiple of the task size.
We present Z YG OS, a system optimized for µs-scale, inmemory computing on multicore servers. It implements a
work-conserving scheduler within a specialized operating
system designed for high request rates and a large number of network connections. Z YG OS uses a combination
of shared-memory data structures, multi-queue NICs, and
inter-processor interrupts to rebalance work across cores.
For an aggressive service-level objective expressed at the
99t h percentile, Z YG OS achieves 75% of the maximum possible load determined by a theoretical, zero-overhead model
(centralized queueing with FCFS) for 10µs tasks, and 88%
for 25µs tasks.
We evaluate Z YG OS with a networked version of Silo, a
state-of-the-art in-memory transactional database, running
TPC-C. For a service-level objective of 1000µs latency at the
99t h percentile, Z YG OS can deliver a 1.63× speedup over
Linux (because of its dataplane architecture) and a 1.26×
speedup over IX, a state-of-the-art dataplane (because of its
work-conserving scheduler).
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1

INTRODUCTION

To meet service-level objectives (SLO), web-scale online dataintensive applications such as search, e-commerce, and social
applications rely on the scale-out architectures of modern,
warehouse-scale datacenters [2]. In such deployments, a single application can comprise of hundreds of software components, deployed on thousands of servers organized in multiple
tiers and interconnected by commodity Ethernet switches.
Such applications must support high concurrent connection
counts and operate with user-facing SLO, often defined in
terms of tail latency to meet business objectives [1, 12, 47].
To meet these objectives, most such applications distribute
all critical data (e.g., the social graph) in the memory of hundreds of data services, such as memory-resident transactional
databases [20, 62, 65, 67, 68], NoSQL databases [44, 55], keyvalue stores [15, 39, 43, 74], or specialized graph stores [6].
These in-memory data services typically service requests
from hundreds of application servers (high fan-in). Because
each user request often involves hundreds of data services
(high fan-out) and must wait for the laggard for completion,
the SLO of the data services must consider the long tail of
the latency distributions of requests [12]. Individual task sizes
often require only a handful of µs of user-level execution
each. These services would therefore ideally execute at the
highest throughput, efficiently use all system resources (CPU,
NIC, and memory), and deliver a tail-latency SLO that is only
a small multiple of the typical task service time [3].
This hunt for the killer microseconds [3] requires researchers
to revisit assumptions across the network and compute stacks,
whose policies and implementations play a significant role in
exacerbating the problem [34].
Our work focuses on the efficient scheduling on multicore systems of these very fine-grain in-memory services.
The theoretical answer is well understood: (a) single-queue,
multiple-processor models deliver lower tail latency than parallel single-queue, single-processor models and (b) FCFS
delivers the best tail latency for low-dispersion tasks while
processor sharing delivers superior results in high dispersion
service time distributions [70].
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The systems answer is, unfortunately, a lot less obvious,
in particular when considering high request rates consisting of short messages and small processing times. In such
situations, the state-of-the-art uses multi-queue NICs (e.g.,
RSS [57]) to scale the networking stack across the multiple
cores of the system. Current designs force users to choose between conventional operating systems (i.e., typically Linux),
and more specialized kernel-bypass approaches. The former can efficiently schedule the resources of a multi-core
server and prioritize latency-sensitive tasks [8] but suffers
from high overheads for µs-scale tasks. The latter improves
throughput substantially (by up to 6× for key-value stores [5])
through sweeping simplifications such as separation of control
from the dataplane execution, polling, run-to-completion, and
synchronization-free, flow-consistent mapping of requests to
cores [5, 26, 27, 39, 42, 51].
These sweeping simplifications lead to two related forms
of inefficiencies: (a) the dataplane is not a work conserving
scheduler, i.e., a core may be idle while there are pending requests; and (b) the dataplane suffers from head-of-line blocking, i.e., a request may be blocked until the previous tasks
complete execution. While these limitations might be acceptable to workloads with near-deterministic task execution time
and relatively loose SLO (e.g., some widely-studied memcached workloads [1, 43] with an SLO at > 100× the mean
service time [5]), such assumptions break down when considering more complex workloads, e.g., in-memory transaction
processing with a TPC-C-like mix of requests or with more
aggressive SLO targets.
We present Z YG OS1 , a new approach to system software
optimized for µs-scale, in-memory computing. Z YG OS implements a work-conserving scheduler free of any head-ofline blocking. While the design decisions voluntarily deviate
from dataplane principles, Z YG OS retains the bulk of their
performance advantages. The design, implementation, and
evaluation of Z YG OS makes the following contributions:
(1) The design of Z YG OS, which leverages many conventional operating system building blocks such as the use
of symmetric multiprocessing networking stacks, alternate
use of polling and interrupts, inter-processor interrupts (IPI),
and task stealing with the overall goal of delivering a workconserving schedule. Z YG OS is architected into three distinct
layers: (a) a lower networking layer, which runs in strict isolation on each core, (b) a middle shuffle layer which allows
idle cores to aggressively steal pending events, and (c) an
upper execution layer, which exposes a commutative API to
applications for scalability [10]. The shuffle layer eliminates
head-of-line-blocking while also offering strong ordering semantics of events associated with the same connection.
1 The

Greek word for balancing scales.
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(2) The implementation of Z YG OS, which includes an idle
loop logic designed to aggressively identify task stealing opportunities throughout the operating system and down to the
NIC hardware queues. Our implementation leverages hardware virtualization and the Dune framework [4] and handles
IPIs in an exit-less manner similar to ELI [22].
(3) A methodology using microbenchmarks with synthetic
service times to identify system overheads as a function of
task size and distribution. This methodology allows us to
identify both design limitations and implementation overheads. We apply this approach to Linux for event-driven
execution models (using both partitioned and floating connections among threads), IX and Z YG OS and show that all
converge as the task granularity increases, but at noticeably
different rates, to distinct, well-understood models. For an
SLO of 10× the mean service time at the 99th percentile, Z YG OS achieves 75% of the maximum possible theoretical load
for 10µs tasks, and 88% of the equivalent load for 25µs tasks
(§6.1).
(4) We compare Z YG OS to IX, a state-of-the-art dataplane with strict run-to-completion that partitions flows onto
cores [5]. While Z YG OS’s scheduler introduces some necessary buffering, communication and synchronization (which
are measurable for extremely small tasks), it eliminates headof-line blocking and clearly outperforms IX for tasks ≥10µs
(§6.1). IX does outperform Z YG OS for workloads with very
small task sizes such as memcached. The difference is primarily due to IX’s adaptive bounded batching, which is not
currently supported in Z YG OS. (§6.2)
(5) Last but not least, we evaluate the benefits of Z YG OS
for an in-memory, transactional database running the TPCC workload. Our setup uses Silo [65], a state-of-the-art, inmemory transactional database prototype. As Silo is only a
library, we added client/server support to Silo, ported it to
Linux, IX, and Z YG OS, and benchmarked it using an openloop load generator for an SLO of 1000µs at the 99th percentile tail latency. Z YG OS can deliver a 1.63× speedup over
Linux and a 1.26× speedup over IX. The speedup over Linux
is explained by the use of many dataplane implementation
principles in Z YG OS. The speedup over IX is explained by
Z YG OS’s work-conserving scheduler, which rebalances tasks
to deliver consistently low tail latency nearly up to the point
of saturation (§6.3).
The source code of Z YG OS, along with benchmarks, scripts
and simulation models, is available in open source [75].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: §2 provides
background on the problem and the theory. §3 describes the
experimental methodology and characterizes existing systems.
We describe the design (§4), implementation (§5) and evaluation of Z YG OS (§6). We discuss a key tradeoff (§7), related
work (§8), and conclude.
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2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Scaling remote procedure calls
In-memory data services are typically exposed by remote
procedure calls (RPC). The problem of efficiently handling
incoming RPCs dates back to the original C10k problem [7]
when socket scalability was the primary bottleneck. Today,
fine-tuned commodity operating systems can serve millions
of requests per second and over a million of concurrent connections on a commodity server [50, 69, 72].
The initial approaches to building scalable applications allocated a kernel thread or process per connection; servicing a
new request required a scheduling decision. However, despite
the sophistication of modern operating system schedulers
such as Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS) [8] and Borrowed
Virtual Time (BVT) [16], context switch and stack management overheads made developers move to more performant
designs to serve incoming requests.
Today’s scalable designs fall into two main event-oriented
patterns: symmetrical and asymmetrical ones. Symmetrical
designs split connections onto threads, and each thread interacts with the operating system using non-blocking system
calls. This pattern is used by the popular libevent and
libuv frameworks [37, 38]. On Linux, this pattern typically
relies on the epoll system call, which has long provided
a way to statically map connections to threads. To avoid
cases of load imbalance across cores because of imbalance
across connections, developers tried sharing the same connection among multiple threads. However, this led to thundering herd problems [32]. The recent addition in Linux 4.5
of EPOLLEXCLUSIVE avoids such problems since in most
cases only one thread is woken up to serve epoll [19].
In the asymmetrical pattern, a small number of threads handle all network I/O, identify RPC boundaries and add RPC
requests to a centralized queue from which other tasks pull requests. This pattern is used by frameworks such as gRPC [23]
and applications such as recent versions of nginx [46] and
Apache Lucene [41]. While this pattern may increase the latency of an individual request and impact throughput when
the tasks are small, it provides for an elegant separation of
concerns and enables the efficient use of all worker cores.

2.2

Kernel bypass and sweeping
simplifications

Data plane approaches such as IX [5], Arrakis [51] and userlevel stacks [14, 26, 52, 56, 59, 63] bypass the kernel and rely
on I/O polling to both increase throughput and reduce latency
jitter [34, 36]. For example, IX increases the throughput of
memcached by up to 6.4× over Linux [5].
While these sweeping simplifications provide substantial
throughput improvements, they come at a key cost when it
comes to resource efficiency: the synchronization-free nature
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Figure 1: Queuing models for n = 2 processors.

of dataplanes forces each thread to process only the packets
that were directed to it by the NIC hardware. Assuming a
balanced, high-connection count fan-in pattern, such a design
does not substantially impact throughput or even mean latency
as all cores would get on average the same amount of work. It,
however, has a dramatic impact on tail latency when the load
is below saturation as some cores may be idle while others
have a backlog. Dataplanes that rely on historical information
to rebalance future traffic from the NIC can only address
persistent imbalances and resource allocations problems [5].
The same limitation exists for applications that are explicitly
designed to statistically distribute the load on all cores such
as MICA in its CREW and CRCW execution models [39].
While such a design prevents any sustained imbalance, the
randomized selection process of mapping requests to cores
does nothing to prevent temporary imbalance between cores.

2.3

Just enough queuing theory

There are at least three distinct forms of imbalance which
impact tail latency that can be observed in systems:
(1) Persistent imbalance occurs when different NIC queues
observe different packet arrival rates over long intervals.
Unless the system can share the load dynamically, some
cores will be busier than others. This situation can occur
if there is connection skew when some clients request
substantially more data than the average, or if there is
data access skew (e.g., the CREW protocol in MICA
balances reads but not writes across cores [39]).
(2) Arrival bursts cause temporary queuing even when the
system is not saturated. The well-known Poisson arrival process has such bursts which cause the gradual
increase in tail latency as a function of load, even if the
time to process each request is fixed. In a multi-queue
system, the Poisson arrival process generates bursts on
different cores at different points in time. This creates
a form of temporary imbalance that also impacts tail
latency.
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Figure 2: Simulation results for the 99t h percentile tail latency for four service time distributions with S¯ = 1.
(3) Service time variability will also create backlog and
head-of-line blocking. A long request can occupy the
processor for a long time, thus leading to a backlog of
pending requests and a severe increase in tail latency.
We use four open-loop queuing models to build an intuition
for the impact of arrival bursts and service time variability
on tail latency. We use Kendall’s notation to describe the
models, where in the following expression A/S/n/K, A is
the inter-arrival distribution, S is the service time distribution,
n is the number of workers and K is the policy implemented,
i.e., first-come-first-serve (FCFS) or processor sharing (PS).
For simplicity of the analysis, all models assume a Poisson
inter-arrival time of requests (A=M). This is expected of many
open-queuing models and representative of datacenter traffic
with high fan-in connection counts. The Poisson process will
generate arrival bursts and temporary imbalance in the multiqueue models, but no persistent imbalance.
Figure 1 illustrates the four different modes. Each delivers
¯ but
the same maximum throughput at saturation (λ = n/S),
with different tail latencies. The models idealize the implementations of the systems of §2.
• The centralized-FCFS model (formally M/G/n/FCFS)
idealizes event-driven applications that process events
from a single queue or that float connections across
cores (e.g., using the epoll exclusive flag).
• The partitioned-FCFS model (formally n×M/G/1/FCFS)
idealizes event-driven applications that partition connections among cores (e.g., libevent-based applications) and associate each core with its own private work
queue. This model can be deployed on conventional
operating systems or shared-nothing dataplanes

• M/G/n/PS idealizes the thread-oriented pattern (1 thread
per connection) deployed on time-sharing operating systems. In practice, the task size granularity must be a
multiple of the operating system time quantum.
• n×M/G/1/PS similarly idealizes the thread-oriented pattern when the operating system does not rebalance
threads among cores.
Figure 2 illustrates simulation results for these idealized
queueing models for a system with n = 16 processors. The
figure shows the result for four well-known distributions [40]:
¯ =1
• deterministic P[X = S]
• exponential with mean service time S¯
¯ = .9; P[X = 5.5 × S]
¯ = .1
• bimodal-1:P[X = S/2]
¯ = .999; P[X = 500.5× S]
¯ = .001
• bimodal-2:P[X = S/2]
For each distribution, Figure 2 shows the tail request latency (queuing delay + service time) at the 99th percentile as
a function of the load. Intuitively we understand that as the
system load increases and approaches the system’s limits, the
number of requests in the queues also increases. That leads to
an increase in the queueing time and tail latency. As expected,
the minimum 99th-percentile latency is 1 for the deterministic
distribution and 4.6 for the exponential distribution. As for
the two bimodal distribution, b1 has a minimum tail latency
of 5.5, which corresponds to the slow requests and b2 has
a minimum tail latency of 0.5, which corresponds to its fast
requests.
We make two observations that inform our system design:
Observation 1: Single-queue systems (i.e., M/G/n/*) perform better compared to systems with multiple queues
(i.e., n×M/G/1/*): Systems with multiple queues, even with
random assignment of events to queues, suffer from temporary load imbalance. This imbalance can create a backlog on
some processors while other queues are empty. The lack of
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work conservation in such models limits performance. In contrast, single-queue models with a work-conserving scheduler
(whether FCFS or PS) can immediately schedule the next task
on any available processor.
Observation 2: FCFS performs better in regards to tail
latency for distributions with low dispersion: This result
has also been theoretically analyzed by Wierman et al. [70].
In Figure 2, FCFS outperforms PS for the deterministic, exponential and bimodal-1 distribution. PS only outperforms
FCFS when the variance in service times increases, as in the
case for bimodal-2. Note that partitioned-FCFS performs that
poorly in bimodal-2 that is not obvious in these axis scales.

3

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

We now describe the experimental methodology used to evaluate existing low-latency systems. The challenge is to define
metrics that help determine (a) the inherent design tradeoffs
by comparing real-life systems with the idealized models of
§2.3; and (b) the sweet spot, in terms of mean service time and
distribution, of each system. We use synthetic microbenchmarks to compare analytical results with experimental baseline results for three OS configurations.

load of 53.7% for the partitioned-FCFS model and of 96.3%
for centralized-FCFS.

3.2

Approach and metrics

We rely on microbenchmarks with synthetic execution times
to systematically compare different systems approaches for
different task granularities. From the perspective of user-level
execution, the applications are trivial: for each request, the
application spins for an amount of time randomly selected to
¯ and distribution. From a systems
match both service time (S)
perspective, the application follows the event-driven model
to accept remote procedure calls sent over TCP/IP socket
by client machines. The clients approximate an open-loop
load-generator where incoming requests follow a Poisson
inter-arrival time on randomly-selected connections [58]. All
throughputs (requests per second) and 99t h percentile tail
latencies are measured on the client-side.
We use two metrics to compare systems: (a) the conventional "tail latency vs. throughput" is used to compare the
efficiency of different systems for a given task granularity
and distribution; (b) the "maximum load @ SLO" is used to
compare the efficiency across timescales, for a given SLO
expressed as a multiple of the mean service time.
This second metric is used to determine how fast different
systems converge (or not) to the expected behavior of their
idealized model, as the service time increases. For example,
consider an SLO that requires 99% of requests to complete
¯ Queuing theory predicts a maximum load
within ≤ 10 × S.
for each configuration, e.g., for the exponential distribution a

Experimental Environment

Our experimental setup consists of a cluster of 11 clients and
one server connected by a Quanta/Cumulus 48x10GbE switch
with a Broadcom Trident+ ASIC. The client machines are a
mix of Xeon E5-2637 @ 3.5 GHz and Xeon E5-2650 @ 2.6
GHz. The server is a Xeon E5-2665 @ 2.4 GHz with 8 cores
(16 hyperthreads) and 256 GB of DRAM. All machines are
configured with Intel x520 10GbE NICs (82599EB chipset).
We connect the clients and the server to the switch through a
single NIC port each. The client machines run mutilate [34] as
a load generator: 10 machines generate load and the 11th one
measures latency. The machines connect to the server over a
total of 2752 TCP/IP connections. To minimize client latencies, we modified the latency-measurement agent of mutilate
to use a DPDK-based, simple TCP/IP stack.
The machines run an Ubuntu LTS 16.04 distribution running Linux kernel version 4.11. Systems are tuned to reduce
jitter: all power management features, including CPU frequency governors and TurboBoost, and support for transparent huge pages, are disabled.

3.3
3.1
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Evaluated Systems

The synthetic microbenchmark models an event-oriented,
scalable RPC server. During the setup phase, it accepts all
connections from the client machines. During the benchmark,
it simply receives request messages from the open connections, spins during the requested amount of time and returns
a response. The server is setup as a 16-way multi-threaded
application that uses all cores (and hyperthreads) and memory of the CPU socket connected to the NIC. We deliberately
leave the other socket unused to eliminate the potential impact
of NUMA policies in this study. We compare three configurations designed to support a large number of incoming
connections:
• Linux-partitioned: This mode minimizes communication and application logic at the expense of loadimbalance: each thread accepts its set of connections
(as directed by the RSS in the NIC [57]) and then polls
on that same set during the benchmark. PartitionedFCFS models the performance upper bound.
• Linux-floating: In this mode, all open connections are
put into a single pool from which all threads may poll.
Our implementation uses a simple locking protocol to
serialize access to the same socket. Centralized-FCFS
models the upper bound of performance.
• IX: The application uses the native dataplane ABI to receive socket events and respond correspondingly. This
is also modeled as centralized-FCFS.
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Figure 3: Maximum load that meets the SLO as a function of the mean service time S.
at the 99t h percentile. The grey lines correspond to the ideal upper bounds determined by the centralized-FCFS and
partitioned-FCFS models.
Linux configuration: The Linux systems were tuned to minimize latency and maximize throughput, by settling them on
a configuration that limits the number of returned events by
epoll to 1. We did observe that some of these settings had
a surprisingly small, or even negative impact on either latency or throughput (e.g., the EPOLLEXCLUSIVE commit
evaluated the impact on thundering herds on a 250-thread
setup whereas we only use one per core [19]). We attribute
this to the fact that we pinned each application thread to a
distinct core, thereby avoiding many of the subtle interactions
associated with CPU scheduling.
IX configuration: IX can process bounded batches of packets
to completion, which improves throughput only for very small
task sizes. Unless when explicitly mentioned, we disabled it
in our experiments as disabling batching noticeably improves
tail latency. We also disabled the control plane and configured
IX to use all 16 hardware threads of the socket and use the
CPU at its nominal frequency of 2.4GHz.

3.4

Baseline results

Figure 3 shows the maximum load that meets the SLO of the
99t h percentile ≤ 10 × S¯ for three baseline operating system
configurations described in §3.3. We include in greyscale two
horizontal lines that correspond to the upper bound in performance, as predicted by the partitioned-FCFS and centralizedFCFS, respectively. These upper bounds assume zero operating system overheads, no scheduling overheads, no propagation delays, no head-of-line blocking, no interrupt delays, etc.

In addition, the centralized model assumes a perfect, global
FCFS order of the allocation of requests to idle processors.
Figure 3 shows the result for three of the four distributions
studied analytically in Figure 2. We omit the bimodal-2 results
as the analysis of §2.3 showed that multi-queue systems have
pathological tail latency with an FCFS scheduler. The figure
shows clearly that:
(a) IX and Linux-partitioned both converge asymptotically to the expected 16×M/G/1 level of performance. Intuitively, we understand that as the service time increases, the
overhead of the operating system becomes less prevalent. IX,
which is optimized for small tasks, reaches 90% efficiency
with tasks ≥25µs, ≥25µs, and ≥60µs for the deterministic,
exponential, and bimodal-1 distributions. Larger tasks are
required for Linux-partitioned to reach the same level of efficiency, i.e., ≥120µs, ≥120µs, and ≥90µs, respectively.
(b) Yet, Linux-floating actually provides the best
performance for larger tasks and slowly converges to the upper
bound predicted by the centralized-FCFS model. The ability
to rebalance tasks across cores allows it to outperform IX for
tasks that are ≥50µs, ≥20µs, and ≥14µs for the deterministic,
exponential and bimodal-1 distributions.

4 DESIGN
4.1 Requirements
The theoretical analysis suggests, and in fact proves, that
synchronization-free dataplane approaches cannot provide
a robust solution to the tail latency problem, in particular
when the service time distribution has a high dispersion. Yet,
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synchronization-free dataplanes provide substantial throughput improvements over conventional operating systems.
We design Z YG OS, a single-address space operating system for the latency-sensitive data services, components of
large-scale, online, data-intensive applications. Our design
does not make any client-side assumptions or require any
changes to the network protocol stack. We set the following
hard requirements for our system design:
(1) Designed for current-generation datacenter architectures: Xeon multicore processors, 10GbE+ NICs with stateless offloads, Ethernet connectivity.
(2) Build a robust, multi-core, work-conserving scheduler
free of head-of-line blocking for event-driven applications.
(3) Provide clean, ordering semantics of task-stealing operations to multi-threaded applications when handling back-toback events for the same socket.
(4) Minimally degrade the throughput of short tasks when
compared with state-of-the-art, shared-nothing dataplanes.
These hard requirements constrain the design space. While
commodity operating systems such as Linux meet requirements #1 and #2, they provide only partial support for #3,
which we will discuss in §4.3. As discussed in §3, the strict
run-to-completion approach of dataplanes and their sharednothing design is not an appropriate architectural foundation.
We also rule out asymmetrical approaches which dedicate
some cores to specific purposes (such as network processing) as the partitioning of resources is highly sensitive to
assumptions on task granularities.

4.2

Z YG OS High-level Design

Z YG OS shares a number of architectural and implementation
building blocks with IX [5]: each Z YG OS instance runs a
single application in a single address space, and accesses
the network through its dedicated NIC (physical or virtual
function) with a dedicated IP address; each Z YG OS instance
runs on top of the Dune framework [4]; a separate control
plane can adjust resource allocations among instances.
Despite the lineage, Z YG OS is designed with radically
different scheduling and communication principles than IX:
IX is designed around a coherency-free execution model, i.e.,
no cache-coherence traffic among cores is necessary, in the
common case, to receive packets, open connections, or execute application tasks; Z YG OS is optimized for task stealing
which has intrinsic communication requirements. IX achieves
high throughput through adaptive batching, an approach that
ensures that a batch of packets is first carried through the
networking stack and then —without further buffering— processed by the application; Z YG OS uses intermediate buffering
to enable stealing. Finally, IX is also designed around a runto-completion model where it alternates execution between
network processing and application execution, which cannot
be interrupted; Z YG OS relies on intermediate buffering and
IPIs to eliminate head-of-line blocking.
Z YG OS achieves work-conservation with minimal throughput impact by architecturally separating the execution stack
into three distinct layers, illustrated in Figure 4:
(1) the lower networking layer executes independently on
each core, in a coherency-free manner. This includes the hardware/software driver layer, which relies on RSS to dispatch
flow-consistent traffic to one receive queue per core. This also
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includes the layer-4 TCP/IP and UDP/IP layer, all of their
associated data structures, intermingled queues, and timers.
This design eliminates the need for any locking within the
networking stack and ensures good cache locality.
(2) the intermediate shuffle layer introduces a new data
structure per core: the shuffle queue is a single-producer,
multiple-consumer queue which contains the list of ready
connections originating from a given core. Connections in the
shuffle queue contain at least one outstanding event and can
be consumed by the core that produced it —the home core—,
or atomically stolen by another remote core.
(3) the application execution layer manages the interactions between the kernel and the application through event
conditions and batched system calls [61]. Each core has its
own data structures and also operates in a coherency-free execution manner within that layer. Obviously, the application
itself may have synchronization or shared-memory communication between cores and does not, in the general case,
execute in a coherency-free manner.
Figure 4 shows the typical flow of events. Events numbered
(1) – (5) occur when the packet is processed on its home core
(i.e., when no stealing occurs): (1) the driver dequeues packets
from the hardware ring into a software queue; (2) the TCP/IP
stack processes a batch of packets and enqueues ready connections into the shuffle queue; (3) the application execution
layer dequeues the top entry, generates corresponding event
conditions for the application and transfers execution to it.
This, in turn, generates batched, system calls; (4) some system
calls may call back into the network stack leading to execution
of timers and/or (5) packet transmits. While the control flow
resembles that of IX, the data flow is distinct as the shuffle
queue breaks the run-to-completion assumptions as data is
asynchronously produced into it and consumed from it.
Figure 4 also shows the interactions during a steal as the
steps (a)-(b) in red. Consider the case where the remote core
has no pending packets in the hardware queue, no pending
packets in the software queue and no pending events in its
shuffle queue. In step (a), it can then steal from another shuffle
queue, which leads to the normal execution of the events in
userspace, as step (3). The resulting batched system calls
that relate to the networking stack are then enqueued for
processing back at the home core in a multiple-producer,
single-consumer queue, shown in step (b). Similar to the TCP
input path, the TCP output path therefore also executes in a
coherency-free manner on the home core.
Figure 4 is only a high-level illustration of the system. In
Z YG OS, each core is the home core of a set of flow-groups,
as defined by the NIC RSS configuration and can act as the
remote core for any other flow whenever it is idle. We now
describe the ordering semantics that enable stealing (§4.3)
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and the data structures of the shuffle queue that eliminates
head-of-line blocking (§4.4).

4.3

Ordering semantics in multi-threaded
applications

When TCP sockets are statically assigned to threads, applications can rely on intuitive ordering and concurrency semantics [33]. The situation changes dramatically when sockets
can float across cores as the read system call is not commutative when two threads access the same socket. Even though
the Linux system call epoll allows it, and was even recently
optimized for this use case [19], the implications on applications are far from trivial. Consider the case of back-to-back
messages sent to the same socket (e.g., two distinct RPC of
the memcached protocol) for a multi-threaded application
that uses the Linux-floating model of §3.3. Unless the application takes additional steps at user-level to synchronize across
requests, race conditions lead to broken parsing of requests,
out-of-order responses, or worse, intermingled responses on
the wire. As a practical manner, applications or frameworks
must, therefore, build their own synchronization and locking layer to eliminate these system races. This is sufficiently
non-trivial that no known popular applications have done it to
date, to the best of our knowledge. A related approach is the
recent KCM kernel patch that provides a multiplexing layer
of messages to TCP connections [28, 29].
With its goal to ensure very fine-grain work-stealing, we
designed Z YG OS to free the application layer from the burden of synchronizing access to connection-oriented TCP/IP
sockets. In this case, Z YG OS has an ownership model that
ensures the events that relate to the same socket are implicitly
ordered without the need for synchronization: whenever the
home core or a remote core grabs an event for processing
at the application layer, it grabs the exclusive access to the
socket until the event execution has completed, including
sending the replies on the TCP socket.

4.4

Eliminating Head-of-Line Blocking

The ordering semantics of §4.3 introduce a substantial complication to the design of the shuffle queue. Z YG OS eliminates
head-of-line blocking by grouping events in the home core by
socket. The shuffle queue has the ordered subset of sockets
that are (a) not currently being processed on a core and (b)
have pending data. The event queues are held in the per-socket
protocol control block (PCB). While it offers strong ordering
semantics to applications, this pre-sorting step does have an
implication on the global order of packets, which is no longer
guaranteed to be FCFS.
Figure 5 shows the state machine diagram that controls the
decisions for each socket. Changes to the state machine and
to the shuffle queue are atomic.
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Figure 5: Connection state machine transitions for the
general case where an event is executed on a remote core
(in blue). The connection is present in the shuffle queue
exactly once when it is in the “ready” state, and never
otherwise.

• idle: Sockets in this state have no pending incoming
events, events currently processed by the application,
or outgoing batched system calls.
• ready: The socket has pending incoming events, but is
not currently being processed by the application and
has no pending system calls.
• busy: The socket is associated with an execution core,
which is either the home or remote core.
The execution core dequeues the first ready connection and
creates the event conditions for the application. As previously
discussed, system calls are returned back to the home core
for processing. System calls may each generate asynchronous
responses for that socket. After the execution of all system
calls, the socket transitions either into the idle state if there
is nothing further to process or into the ready state otherwise.
In the latter case, the PCB is once-again enqueued into the
shuffle queue.

4.5

Inter-processor Interrupts

The design in §4.4 eliminates head-of-line blocking concerns
from the shuffle queue itself. In a purely cooperative implementation of Z YG OS, the cores poll on each other’s data
structures, which causes head-of-line blocking situations both
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before network processing as well as after application execution, since network processing explicitly takes place in the
home core.
First, consider the case where packets are available for
network processing in the hardware NIC queue but the shuffle
queue is empty. This is the queue shown around step (1) in
Figure 4. As long as that core is executing application code,
no remote core can steal the task. Idle cores poll both software
and hardware remote packets queues. If pending packets exist,
it sends an IPI to the remote core can force the execution of
the networking stack, which replenishes the shuffle queue.
Second, remote batched system calls are enqueued by the
remote core for execution on the home core (shown as step
(b) of Fig 4). In a cooperative model, these system calls are
only executed after the completion of application code, which
unfortunately directly impacts RPC latency as some of these
system calls write responses on the socket. Here also, an IPI
ensures the timely execution of these remote system calls.
The shared IPI handler, therefore, performs two simple
tasks when interrupting user-level execution: (1) process incoming packets if the shuffle queue is empty and (2) execute
all remote system calls and transmit outgoing packets on the
wire. The IPI interrupts only user-level execution since kernel
processing is short and bounded. The kernel executes with
interrupts disabled, thus avoiding starvation or reentrancy
issues in the TCP/IP stack.

5

IMPLEMENTATION

The system architecture of Z YG OS is derived from the IX
open-source release v1.0 [53]: it relies on hardware virtualization and the Dune framework [4] to host a protected operating
system with direct access to VMX non-root mode ring 0 in the
x86-64 architecture [66]. The kernel links in with DPDK [14]
for NIC drivers and lwIP for TCP/IP [17]. The modifications
to the application libraries are minor, but the kernel changes
are extensive. Specifically, we modified ∼2000 LOC of the
IX kernel and ∼200 LOC of Dune. While we retain the tight
code base of IX, we revisit many of its fundamental design
assumptions and principles.
The shuffle layer: We chose a simple implementation to
ensure the atomic transitions described in §4.4. There is one
spinlock per core which protects the shuffle queue of that
core as well as the state machine transitions for sockets that
call that core home. The lightweight nature of the operations
that access it makes such a coarse-grain approach possible.
Remote cores rely on trylock for their steal attempts to
further reduce contention. Each PCB maintains a distinct
event queue of pending events. This is a single-producer (the
home core) and single consumer (the execution core) queue,
implemented with one spinlock per PCB. The transitions from
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the busy state must test whether the PCB queue is empty and
must first grab that lock.
Idle loop polling logic: The core design principle of Z YG OS
is to ensure that an idle core will aggressively identify pending
work. A core is idle when its shuffle queue, remote batch
system call queue, and software raw packet queue are all
empty. When it enters its idle mode, it starts to poll a sequence
of memory locations, all of which are reads from cacheable
locations. These locations include, in order of priority (a)
the head of its own NIC hardware descriptor ring, (b) the
shuffle queue of all other cores, (c) the head of all unprocessed
software packet queues of all other cores, and (d) the head of
the NIC hardware descriptor of all other cores. For steps (b-cd), the order of access is randomized. While heuristics could
tradeoff a reduction of interrupts for a slight degree of nonwork conservation, our current implementation aggressively
sends interrupts as soon as a remote core detects a pending
packet in the hardware queue and the home core is executing
at user-level.
Exit-less Inter-processor Interrupts: Z YG OS relies on interprocessor interrupts to force a home core to process pending
packets identified in steps (c) and (d) of the idle loop and to
execute remote system calls back on the home core. Using an
approach similar to ELI [22], we added support in Dune for
exit-less interrupts in non-root mode, based on the assumption that Z YG OS kernel’s interrupt handler will redirect to the
Linux host operating system the interrupts that are destined to
it. There is, however, no guarantee that the destination CPU
will be VMX non-root mode when it receives the interrupt.
We use interrupt 242, which is also used by KVM [30]. Interrupts received in root-mode are simply ignored by the KVM
handler. As interrupts are used exclusively as hints, the unreliability of delivery impacts tail latency, but not correctness.
Control plane interactions: The IX control plane implement
energy proportionality or workload consolidation by dynamically adjusting processor frequency and core allocation [54].
It operates in conjunction with the IX dataplane, which reprograms the NIC RSS settings. In principle, Z YG OS is compatible with these RSS settings changes, although policies
and mechanisms would have to be adjusted as Z YG OS introduces new forms of buffering. We leave the evaluation of
these interactions to future work.

6

EVALUATION

We use the same experimental setup explained in Section 3 to
evaluate Z YG OS in a series of microbenchmarks, use memcached [43] to evaluate overheads on tiny tasks, and with a
real application running TPC-C [64].
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6.1

Synthetic micro-benchmarks

Figure 6 shows the latency vs. throughput of the three synthetic micro-benchmarks of §3. We compare Z YG OS with
existing systems (IX and Linux) as well as the theoretical
performance of a zero-overhead M/G/16/FCFS model for two
granularities of interest, namely 10µs and 25µs. We observe
that:
• Z YG OS and Linux-floating both approximate
the theoretical model, with Z YG OS substantially reducing tail latency over IX;
• Z YG OS and IX have comparable throughput, even for
tasks as small as 10µs; both clearly outperform Linux;
• for the exponential distribution, Z YG OS achieves 75%
throughput efficiency at the SLO at 10 × S¯ for S¯ = 10µs
(Figure 6b) and 88% for S¯ = 25µs (Figure 6e);
• interrupts are necessary to eliminate head-of-line blocking with medium and high dispersion workloads, and
the cooperative model of Zygos-no-interrupts,
which is typical of pure user-level application, visibly
impacts tail latency.

Efficiency for the 10 × S¯ tail latency SLO: Figure 7 reports
the efficiency (in terms of max load at SLO) as a function
of task size. We compare Z YG OS with the baseline shown
in Figure 3. We note the reduced X-axis truncated to 50µs
for visibility; efficiency is stable beyond that point. Z YG OS
clearly outperforms IX and Linux for any tasks sizes ≥5
µs and all three distributions for such a tight SLO. Z YG OS
reaches 90% of the maximum possible load as determined
by the zero-overhead centralized-FCFS theoretical model
for tasks ≥30µs for the deterministic distribution, ≥40µs for
exponential and ≥40µs for bimodal-1.
How much task stealing occurs?: Figure 8 provides an insight into the rate of stealing events as a function of load. The
results are for the exponential distribution of Figure 6e but
are remarkably similar for other distributions and timescales.
As expected, there are few steals at low loads as more cores
are near idle, and no steals at saturation as all cores are busy
processing their own queue.
Without interrupts, temporary imbalances lead to a steal
rate that peaks at ∼33%. This rate is consistent with the peak
of ∼35% measured in a discrete event simulator that emulates
the shuffle queue in a cooperative model without interrupts.
Interrupts, —which are necessary to eliminate head-of-line
blocking—, substantially increase the steal rate. At the peak,
which corresponds to 77% of saturation, steals, and therefore
interrupts are very frequent. Stealing opportunities become
less frequent as the load further increases.
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Figure 6: 99t h percentile tail latency according to throughput for three distributions, each with 10µs and 25µs mean task
¯
granularity. The horizontal line corresponds to the SLO of ≤ 10 × S.
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improves throughput but at an increase in tail latency. Such
a behaviour is hard to restrict since Z YG OS doesn’t know
the boundaries of the requests in the TCP byte stream. Linux
applications which use KCM sockets [28] can potentially
handle this situation.
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We validate the tail latency benefits of Z YG OS using Silo [65],
a state-of-the-art in-memory database optimized for multicore
scalability.
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Figure 8: Normalized rate of stealing vs throughput for
exponential service time with mean 25 µs

6.2

A real application: Silo running TPC-C

Overheads of Z YG OS on tiny tasks:
memcached

We compare the overheads of Z YG OS to IX for tiny tasks
with the goal of identifying the task granularity where the
sweeping simplifications of shared-nothing dataplanes such as
IX noticeably improve throughput. We use memcached as an
application (< 2µs mean task size), and use the methodology
and reproduce the results from IX [5]. We consider memcached a near worst case for Z YG OS as the application has
very small task size with a small dispersion best approximated
by a deterministic distribution.
Figure 9 shows the latency vs. throughput for the USR
and ETC workloads, [1], as modelled by mutilate [34]. We
compare Linux, Z YG OS, and IX. For IX, we choose two configurations: with adaptive batching disabled (B=1) and with
adaptive batching enabled with the default setting (B=64).
First, we observe that Z YG OS and IX both clearly outperform Linux. We then note that for this particular SLO (500
µs), Z YG OS outperforms IX with batching disabled but lags
behind IX with adaptive bounded batching. IX implements
a strict run-to-completion model bounded by the batch size
(B). Z YG OS currently implements adaptive bounded batching
only on the receive path. It then processes events individually,
interleaving between user and kernel code. While this hurts
cache locality, it avoids head-of-line blocking. Similarly, it
eagerly sends packets through the TX TCP/IP path and the
NIC, also to avoid head-of-line blocking.
Of note, Z YG OS has a differently shaped latency vs throughput curve for this workload. As described in §4.3 and §4.4,
Z YG OS does not respect strict FIFO ordering on servicing
packets across different connections. For this workload configuration, up to four distinct memcached requests can be
pipelined onto the same connection. The resulting reordering
leads to a form of implicit batching of events, but only for
those corresponding to the same flow. This implicit batching

6.3.1 Application setup. Silo was originally implemented
and evaluated as a library linked in with the benchmark. In the
original evaluation, each thread runs as a closed loop issuing
transaction requests, and in particular the TPC-C mix.
We ported Silo to run as a networked server accepting
requests over sockets. We replaced the main loop of Silo with
an event loop, which we used to run the workload on top of
Linux, IX, and Z YG OS. The workload uses mutilate [34] with
the same setup described in §3.2 to initiate transactions that
then execute totally within the database server. Each remote
procedure call generates one transaction from the TPC-C mix
of requests.
We did not attempt to implement a marshalling of the full
SQL queries and their responses, e.g., over a JDBC-like protocol, as this falls outside the scope of the research question.
We also note that Silo has a garbage-collection phase tied to
its epoch-based commit protocol, which introduces a periodic
barrier for all threads, with transaction latencies exceeding
1ms. We disabled garbage collection for our measurements
as it adds experimental variability, especially at the 99th percentile, depending on the experiment (and that taming the
tail latency impact of Silo’s GC also falls clearly outside the
scope of this work)
6.3.2 Results. Figure 10a shows the complementary cumulative distribution of service time for the TPC-C benchmark for each of the five transaction types of the benchmark as
well as the mix. The results were computed using Silo’s master branch [60], with Silo locally driving the TPC-C benchmark. There is, therefore, no network activity, and indeed
nearly no operating system activity. We run with GC disabled
across all 16 hardware threads of a single CPU socket. The
Figure reports the service time rather than that the end-to-end
latency (i.e., it excludes any queueing delays).
In this setup, the achieved transaction rate was 460 KTPS,
which corresponds to the maximal throughput of the application, excluding any SLO and operating system overheads.
Note that this TPS is consistent with the reported results in
[65], given the differences in thread counts and processors.
For the full mix, the average service time is 33µs, the median is 20µs, and the 99th percentile is 203µs. The figure
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Figure 9: 99t h percentile tail latency vs. throughput for two memcached workloads for Linux, IX and, Z YG OS.
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Figure 10: Silo running the TPC-C benchmark.
System
Linux
IX
Zygos

Max load@SLO
211 KTPS
267 KTPS
344 KTPS

Speedup
1.00×
1.26×
1.63×

Tail Lat.@50%
310µs (1.5×) @111 KTPS
379µs (1.9×) @133 KTPS
265µs (1.3×) @178 KTPS

Tail Lat.@75%
335µs (1.6×)@156 KTPS
530µs (2.6×)@200 KTPS
279µs (1.4×)@266 KTPS

Tail Lat.@90%
356µs (1.8×) @189 KTPS
774µs (3.8×) @256 KTPS
323µs (1.6×) @311 KTPS

Table 1: Maximum throughput under the SLO of 1000 µs and respective latencies at approximately 50%, 75%, and
90% of that load for each Silo running the TPC-C benchmark. The number in the parentheses is the ratio of the 99th
percentile end-to-end latency to Silo’s 99th percentile service time (203µs).

clearly shows that Silo’s service time distribution is overall
multi-modal with small task granularity in the µs-scale.
Figure 10b shows the tail latency at the 99t h percentile for
Silo as a function of the load. To compare maximum loads,
we selected a stringent SLO of 1000µs, which corresponds
to ∼33× the average and ∼5× the 99t h percentile tail latency.
We observe:

• Z YG OS can support 344 KTPS without violating the
SLO; this corresponds to a speedup of 1.63× over
Linux. This demonstrates the benefits of our approach
for real-life in-memory applications. The achieved transaction rate corresponds to 75% of the ideal, zero-overhead
load with no SLO restrictions.
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• This rate also corresponds to a speedup of 1.26× over
IX. Z YG OS’s work-conserving scheduler and its ability
to rebalance requests across cores avoids SLO violations until the system becomes CPU bound on all cores.
Table 1 further quantifies the benefits of Z YG OS in terms
of throughput at SLO and tail latency at a specific fraction
of their respective maximum load. Z YG OS and Linux both
deliver low end-to-end tail latencies for up to 90% of their
respective capacity: 1.6× the 99t h percentile service time
for Z YG OS and 1.8× for Linux. This is anticipated by the
centralized-FCFS model. In contrast, as anticipated by the
partitioned-FCFS model, IX delivers substantially higher tail
latencies, e.g.,1.9× when operating at half capacity, 2.6× at
75% capacity, and 3.8× at 90% capacity.

7

DISCUSSION: THE IMPACT OF SLO ON
SYSTEMS

The choice of an SLO is driven by application requirements
and scale, with the intuitive understanding that a more stringent SLO reduces the delivery capacity of the system. We
show that the choice of an SLO also informs on the choice of
the underlying operating system and scheduling strategy.
Figure 11 illustrates the tradeoff through the latency vs.
throughput curves for the synthetic benchmark of §6.1 with
an exponential service time of S¯ =10 µs. Figure 11a and
11b actually show the results of the same experiment but
on two different Y-axis corresponding to two different SLO.
Z YG OS consistently shines on the more stringent SLO of
¯ as the work-conserving scheduler
100µs (Figure 11a, 10 × S)
tames the tail latency, followed by IX with batching disabled.
For this SLO, IX (with batching enabled) consistently delivers
the highest tail latency and violates the SLO with the lowest
throughput.
¯
However, for a more lenient SLO (Figure 11b, 100 × S),
IX’s adaptive batching delivers marginally higher throughput
than Z YG OS before violating the SLO.

8

RELATED WORK

Traditional event-driven models: This is the de-facto standard approach for online data-intensive services with high
connection fan-in. On Linux, the use of the epoll has substantially improved system scalability. While epoll can be
used in a floating model, and the recent epoll-exclusive
eliminates thundering herds [19], applications must still rely
on additional, complex synchronization to take advantage of
the feature. Z YG OS delivers built-in, ordered semantics that
guarantee that the replies from back-to-back remote procedure
calls on the same socket will be returned in order. However,
unlike the case of Affinity-accept [50] where each connection
remains local to the core that accepted it, Z YG OS enables
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a connection to be served by any available core. Hanford
et al. [24] investigated the impact of affinity on application
throughput and proposed to distribute packet processing tasks
across multiple CPU cores to improve CPU cache hit ratio.
Although our work does not consider cache effects, we also
conclude that strict request affinity can harm performance.
Traditional multi-threading model: Operating systems preemptive schedulers such as CFS [8], BVT [16] favor latencysensitive tasks. Applications can benefit from multithreading
to lower tail latency of completion of tasks when the granularity is a multiple of the scheduling quantum and the distribution
has a high dispersion.
Shared-nothing dataplanes architectures: Systems such as
Arrakis [51], IX [5], mTCP [26], MICA [39], Seastar [59]
and Sandstorm [42] bypass the kernel(via frameworks such
as DPDK [14] or netmap [56]) and rely on NIC RSS to
partition flows among cores. These shared-nothing architectures (at the system-level) with run-to-completion approaches
completely eliminate the need to make scheduling decisions.
These sweeping simplifications noticeably increase throughput but are oblivious to temporary imbalances across cores.
MICA uses a client-side randomizing protocol (CREW or
CRCW) to eliminate some causes for persistent imbalances
among cores but does not address temporary imbalances.
Decibel [45] and Reflex [31] are designed for storage disaggregation, depend on the shared-nothing assumption and similarly do not handle imbalance. Z YG OS is designed to eliminate such cases of imbalance though work-stealing. RAMcloud clients leverage RDMA hardware to bypass the kernel
and communicate with a cluster of RAMcloud servers, with
an asymmetric, push-based approach to task scheduling [48].
Z YG OS works with commodity Ethernet NICs and handles
I/O and protocol processing symmetrically on all cores, with
a pull-based, work-stealing scheme for task execution.
Work-stealing within applications: This commonly-used
technique that has been mostly implemented either within
the application or in a userspace run-time that runs on top of
the operating system. Run-times such as Intel’s Cilk++, Intel’s C++ Threading Building Blocks (TBB), Java’s Fork/Join
Framework and OpenMP implement work-stealing schemes.
Optimizing or building such run-times has also been studied intensely academically, e.g., [9, 11, 13]. Statically mapping connections to cores can result in load imbalance in
event-based programs and requires a solution at the library
level [21, 73]. Recent focus on work stealing for latencycritical applications is at coarser timescales. [25, 35, 71]. The
prior work largely targets applications with millisecond-scale
task granularities that are easily accommodated by conventional operating systems. Z YG OS implements work-stealing
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Figure 11: Comparison of IX (batch size 1 and 64) and Z YG OS for a deterministic service time of 10 µs and 2 different
SLOs.
within the operating system itself for network-driven to eliminate both persistent and temporary imbalances and is suitable
for µs-scale tasks. As an operating system, Z YG OS’s use
of IPIs eliminates all cooperative multitasking assumptions
between the threads.
Cluster-level work-stealing: Finally, load imbalance has
been extensively studied at cluster-scale. Lu et al. [40] proposed a 2-level load balancing scheme based on the power
of two to load balance traffic towards the front-end of cloud
services. Sparrow [49] also relies on power-of-two choices
for batch job scheduling. Google’s Maglev [18] is a generic
distributed network load balancer that leverages consistent
hashing to load balance packets across the corresponding
services.
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CONCLUSION

We presented Z YG OS, a work-conserving operating system
designed for latency-critical, in-memory applications with
high connection fan-in, high requests rates, and short individual task execution times. Z YG OS applies some well-proven
work-stealing ideas within the framework of an execution
environment but avoids the fundamental limitations of dataplane designs with static partitioning of connections. We
validate our ideas on a series of synthetic microbenchmarks
(with known theoretical bounds) and with a state-of-the-art,
in-memory transactional database. Z YG OS demonstrates that
it is possible to schedule µs-scale tasks on multicore systems to deliver high throughout together with low tail latency,
nearly up to the point of saturation.
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